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Note of use of Summarized

parallelism:

Any simulation Code_Aster can profit from the performance profits which parallelism gets. The gains can be of 
two types: over the computing time and necessary RAM/disque space.

Code_Aster proposes eight parallel strategies to adapt under investigation and to the platform of computation. 
Some  are  rather  centered  on  data-processing  aspects  (data-processing  parallelism),  others  are  more 
algorithmic (numerical parallelisms) and a third category is based on a vision multidomaine mechanical problem 
(parallelism multidomaine).

This document briefly describes the organization of parallelism in the code. Then it lists some advice and points 
out  some  fundamental  to  help  the  user  to  benefit  from  the  parallel  strategies.  Then  one  details  their 
implementations, their  perimeters of use and their  gain potential.  The office pluralities of various strategies 
(often natural and parameterized by default) are also approached.

The user in a hurry can from the start refer to the chapter 2 (“parallelism in a click! ”). He summarizes the 
procedure to implement the recommended parallel strategy by default.

Note:
To use Code_Aster in parallel, (at least) three cases can arise: 
•One has access to the centralized machine Aster and one wish to use the interface of access Astk, 
•One carries out computations on a cluster or a machine multicoor with Astk, 
•Idem that the preceding case but without Astk.

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part  
and is provided as a convenience.
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1 parallelism in a click!

The implementation of parallelism in Code_Aster is carried out in a way (quasi) transparent for 
the user.
Often, the main part of the costs in time and memory of computation come:

•constructions and resolutions of systems linear, 
•resolutions or calibration of modal problems.

In the first case, it is necessary to start by locating these resolutions of linear systems in the command 
file (operators STAT_NON_LINE, THER_LINEAIRE…) and to modify their parameter settings so as to 
use a powerful parallel linear solver [U4.50.01].  For this making, one to the key word specifies the 
value “MUMPS” SOLVEUR/METHODE.

In the second case,  if  it  is  not already done, one uses command  MACRO_MODE_MECA [U4.52.02] 
instead of the traditional MODE_ITER_ ***. This macro is a on-layer of these operators, optimized for 
the supercomputing. It can be paralleled on 2 levels: the first distributes modal computations on various 
blocks of processors, the second, parallels the linear solver MUMPS  within each one of its under-
blocks (cf first preceding case).
The effectiveness,  into  sequential  as  in  parallel,  of  MACRO_MODE_MECA requires  frequential  tapes 
balanced rather well. To gauge these tapes, it is advised to use operator INFO_MODE [U4.52.01]. Also 
profits from a very powerful parallelism on two levels.

It  remains  to  specify  the  number  of  desired  processors  finely  (  Options of  Astk)  and  the 
implementation of  parallelism is  initialized  with  a  parameter  setting by default.  On the  centralized 
server, it is necessary to parameterize the following fields :

• mpi_nbcpu=m, many processors allocated in MPI.
• (optional) mpi_nbnoeud=p, many nodes on which will be dispatchés these m process MPI.

For example, if the nodes reserved for parallel computation are composed of 16 processors, in order to 
allocate 20 processes MPI at a rate of 10 processors per node, one positions mpi_nbcpu with 20 and 
mpi_nbnoeud with 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.1. _Parameters of Astk devoted to parallelism

For the only parallelism of MUMPS, one in general allocates a processor for 5.104 ddls.
For  INFO_MODE/MACRO_MODE_MECA, one starts by distributing the frequential sub-bands, then, one 
takes account of the possible parallelism of the linear solver (if  MUMPS). For example, for a modal 
computation comprising 8 sub-bands, one can pose  mpi_nbcpu=32.  Each sub-band then will  use 
MUMPS on 4 processors.
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The chapters of this document detail this kind of quantitative elements.
Once this number of processes MPI fixed, one can launch his computation (in batch on the centralized 
machine) as one would do it into sequential. Except, that with parallelism, one can of course reduce the 
specifications in time and memory of computation.

Note:
This  kind  of  parallelism  corresponds,  either  with  the  sequence  of  the  strategies  of  parallel  
computation 1b and 2b, or with that of 1d and 2b. They are described in the following paragraphs.  
There exist other alternatives which can be more effective/suitable according to the cases (cf the 
advice of the § 4). 
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2 General information

Any simulation Code_Aster can profit from gains1Ceux1 of performance which parallelism gets. 
Since it carries out elementary computations/assemblies, resolutions of systems linear, large 
modal computations or independent/similar simulations. The gains can be of two types: over the 
computing time and necessary RAM/disque space.
As most codes general practitioners in structural mechanics,  Code_Aster proposes various strategies 
to adapt under investigation and to the platform of computation:

2.1 Data-processing parallelisms 

•1a/ Launching  of  slopes  of  independent/similar  computations (parametric  computations,  tests…); 
Parallelism via a Shell script; Gain in CPU. Standard launching via Astk. Possible office plurality of advanced 
use.

•1b/ Distribution  of  elementary  computations  and  the  matric and  vectorial  assemblies  in  the  pre 
ones/postprocessings  and constructions of  linear  system;  Parallelism MPI;  Gain  in  CPU and  even  gain  in 
memory with MUMPS+MATR_DISTRIBUEE or FETI. Standard launching via Astk. Natural office plurality with the 
parallel diagrams 2b or 2c.

•1c/ Distribution of the computations of linear algebra carried out by of Blas multithreadées. Gain in CPU. 
Advanced use.

•1d/ Distribution of modal computations (resp. modal calibrations) in operator  MACRO_MODE_MECA (resp. 
INFO_MODE). Important  gain  in  CPU,  weaker gain  in  memory.  Standard launching  via Astk.  Natural  office 
plurality with the parallel diagram 2b.

2.2 Numerical parallelisms 

•2a/ direct Solver  MULT_FRONT; Parallelism OpenMP; Gain in CPU. Standard launching via Astk. Prohibited 
office plurality.

•2b/ direct Solver  MUMPS ; Parallelism MPI; Gain in CPU and memory. Standard launching via Astk. Natural 
office plurality with the parallel diagrams 1c or 1d. 

•2c/  iterative Solver PETSC with possibly  MUMPS like preconditioner (PRECOND=' LDLT_SP') ; Parallelism 
MPI  of  the  solver  of  Krylov  even  of  the  preconditioner  (if  MUMPS );  Gain  in  CPU and  memory.  Standard 
launching via Astk. Natural office plurality with the parallel diagram 1c. 

2.3 Mechanical parallelism or multidomaine 

•3a/ hybrid Solver FETI; Parallelism MPI; Gain in CPU and memory. Standard launching via Astk. Prohibited 
office plurality.

The parallel diagrams 1d and especially 2b/c are voted by plebiscite. They support an “industrial” use 
and “general public”. These parallelisms general practitioners and reliable get notable gains in CPU 
and RAM. Their parameterization is simple, their implementation facilitated via the menus of the Astk 
tools.  They  can  easily  cumulate,  upstream and/or  downstream  from the  linear  systems,  with  the 
parallelism of elementary computations (1b).

 
Note:

1 Ci are variable according to the requested features and their parameter setting, the data file and the software 
platform used. It is primarily about saving of time of computation. Except in the case of MUMPS, PETSC and 
FETI, where one can also gain in memory.
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Other office pluralities of parallelism can take place. Their implementation is not automated and 
they are addressed to rather advanced users: 1c+2b or 2c, 2a+3a, 1a+2a/2b/2c/3a, 1a+1c+2b… 
Certain office pluralities are however proscribed bus against-productive (1c+2a) or not envisaged 
functionally (2b/2c+3a). Others are intrinsic with the method (e.g. 1b+3a).

In practice, for a standard use, the user does not have any more to worry about implementation 
the fine of  parallelism.  By informing dedicated menus of  Astk2Menus2,  one fixes the number of 
necessary processors (in term MPI and/or OpenMP), with possibly their distribution by node.

In the unfolding of the file of  Aster command  , if  several  processes MPI are activated (parameter 
mpi_nbcpu for 1b/1d/2b/2c/3a), one distributes meshes and/or the frequential sub-bands between the 
processors (cf figures 3.1a/b). This distribution is declined of various ways and it is skeletal in operators 
AFFE/MODI_MODELE (for computations elementary-assemblies and PETSC/MUMPS) and INFO_MODE/
MACRO_MODE_MECA (for the frequential sub-bands).

Appear 3.1a. _During a standard parallel computation (for example 1b with or without 2b/c),  
distribution of the floods of data/processing according to the operators (pre/postprocessing or 

resolution) and the type of linear solver used.

Appear 3.1b. _During a parallel modal computation with INFO_MODE/MACRO_MODE_MECA (1d+2b). 
Search modal in 4 frequential sub-bands out of 8 processors via any modal solver coupled with the 

linear solver MUMPS .  
 

2 Options+ncpus/mpi_nbcpus/mpi_nbnoeud.
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For all the operators of computation, except  INFO_MODE/MACRO_MODE_MECA, parallelism is initially 
guided by the distribution of meshes on the various processors. This distribution of meshes, useful to 
parallel  the  stages  of  elementary  computations  and  assemblies,  then  will  nourish  the  “numerical” 
parallelism of the linear solvers chosen by the key word solver.
According  to  the  case,  distributed  linear  solver (MUMPS,  PETSC,  FETI)  or  not  (MULT_FRONT, 
LDLT), one provides the data, by pieces, or after having gathered them, with the linear solver. This last 
often redistributes them in-house with the sandstone of its contingencies. But in the case of a linear 
solver accepting a flood of data input already distributed, the savings of time and memory are obvious.
In addition, one gathers the data (or one carries out suitable communications MPI) only if algorithmic 
unfolding imposes it: for example for a computation of maximum on all meshes of the model or for a 
product matrix-vector.
If the parallel linear solver uses threads (OpenMP of the scenarios 1c and 2a) those are carried out 
independently of possible aspects MPI. In the most usual case (2a), the threads replace processes 
MPI then. In a hybrid case of parallelism (1c+2b/c), they gear down their effectiveness.
In the case of an operator the pre one/postprocessings (type CALC_CHAMP), there still, one gathers 
the data (or one carries out suitable communications MPI) only if algorithmic unfolding imposes it.

In the case of  INFO_MODE/MACRO_MODE_MECA, one imbricates two levels of parallelism. The first is 
simply  based  on  the  distribution  of  the  frequential  sub-bands  on  each  package  of  processors  (4 
packages  of  2  in  the  example  describes  in  the  figure  3.1b).  Then  only,  one  uses  the  numerical 
parallelism of the linear solvers described above. In the example of the figure 3.1b, each package of 2 
processors will exploit the parallelism of MUMPS on 2 processors.

In  any event,  any parallel  computation  Aster (except  of  course the scenario  1of  a independent 
computations)  must respect the paradigms according to  : at the end of the operator, the global 
databases  of  each  processor  are  identiques3Et3 and  the  communicator  running  is  the  standard 
communicator (MPI_COMM_WORLD). All other the possible under-transfer ones must be destroyed.
Because it is not known if the operator who follows in the command file envisaged an incomplete flood 
of  data.  It  is  thus  necessary  to  organize  the suitable  communications  to  supplement  the possibly 
incomplete fields.

Note:
Between each command, the user can even change the distribution of meshes according to the 
processors. It is enough for him to use command MODI_MODELE . This mechanism remains licit  
when one connects various computations (POURSUITE mode ). The rule being of course that this 
new distribution continues, for the model concerned, until possible the next  MODI_MODELE and 
that this distribution must remain compatible with the parallel parameter setting of computation 
(many nodes/processors…). 

3 very close to the base generated in sequential mode.
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3 Some preliminary advice

One formulates here  some advice to  help the user to  benefit  from the  strategies  of  parallel 
computation of the code. But it is necessary well to be conscious, that for any thing, it is initially 
necessary to optimize and validate its sequential computation by taking account of  the advice which 
swarms in documentations with the orders. With this intention, one uses, if possible, a coarser mesh 
and/or one only activates some time step.

The parameter setting by default and the displays/alarms of the code propose a balanced and 
instrumented working. One lists below and, in a nonexhaustive way, several questions which it is 
interesting to be posed when one seeks to parallel his computation. Of course, certain questions (and 
answers) are cumulative and can thus apply simultaneously.

3.1 Preamble

It is interesting to validate, as a preliminary, its parallel computation by comparing some iterations in 
sequential  mode  and  parallel  mode.  This  approach  also  makes  it  possible  to  gauge  the  gains 
atteignables maxima (speed-up theoretical) and thus to avoid “wasting processors too much”. Thus, if 
one notes f  the parallel portion of the code (given for example via a run sequential precondition), 
then the theoretical speed-up accessible maximum Sp on p processors is calculated according to the 
formula of Amdhal (cf [R6.01.03] §2.4):

S p=
1

1− f
f
p

 

For  example,  if  one uses parallelism  MUMPS distributed by default  (scenarios 1b+2b) and that  the 
stages of construction/resolution of system linear account for 90% of sequential time (f=0.90), the 

theoretical speed-up is limited to the value S∞= 1
1−0.90.9/∞=10 ! And this, some is the number of 

allocated processes MPI.

It  is  interesting to evaluate the principal  stations of consumption (temps/RAM): in  quasi-static 
mechanics, they are generally the stages of elementary computations/assemblies, of resolution of 
system linear and the algorithms of contact-friction. But their proportions depend much on the case 
(characteristic of the contact, size of the problem, complexity of the models materials…). If elementary 
computations are important, they should be paralleled via the scenario 1b (scenario by default). If, on 
the contrary,  the linear systems focus the main  part  of  the costs,  the scenarios 2a or 2b can be 
enough. On the other hand, if it is the contact-friction which dimensions computation, it is necessary to 
seek  to  optimize  its  parameter  setting  and/or  to  parallel  its  internal  linear  solver  (cf  method 
GCP+MUMPS).
In dynamics, if one carries out a modal computation by projection on basis, that perhaps this last stage 
which proves to be most expensive. To save time, one can then use operator MACRO_MODE_MECA into 
sequential and, especially, parallel. This operator displays an quasi-independent distribution of tasks 
which leads to speed-UPS goods.

To optimize its parallel computation, it is necessary to supervise the possible unbalances of load of 
the flood of data (CPU and memory) and to limit the overcosts due to report unloadings (JEVEUX and 
MUMPS OOC)  and  to  the  archivages  of  fields.  On  the  subject,  one  will  be  able  to  consult  the 
documentation [U1.03.03] “Indicating of performance of a computation (time/memory)”. It indicates the 
procedure to follow to establish the good diagnoses and it suggests solutions.
For MACRO_MODE_MECA, the respect of the good load balance is crucial for the effectiveness of 
parallel computation: all the sub-bands must comprise a similar number of modes. One thus advises 
to proceed in three stages:

•Preliminary calibration of the spectral zone by calls to INFO_MODE (if possible in parallel), 
•Examination of the results, 
•Launching in POURSUITE mode of computation MACRO_MODE_MECA parallel itself.

For more details one will be able to consult the user's documentation of the operator [U4.52.02].

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part  
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Some empirical figures 
One  advises  to  allocate  at  least  5.104 degrees  of  freedom  per  process  MPI;  A  standard 
thermomechanical computation generally profits, on 32 processors, of a gain of about ten in elapsed 
time and a factor 4 in RAM memory. 

For  MACRO_MODE_MECA parallel, one advises to break up his computation in sub-bands comprising 
few modes (for example 20) and, then, to envisage 2,4 even 8 processes  MUMPS by sub-band. It is 
necessary of course to compose with the number of processors available and the peak report required 
by the problème4Distribuer4.  One can obtain gains of  a factor 30,  in time elapsed,  on a hundred 
processors. The gains in memory are more modest (a few tens of for hundred).
The stage of modal calibration via INFO_MODE costs it practically nothing in parallel: a few minutes, at 
most, for problems about the million unknowns, paralleled on a hundred processors. The savings of 
time are of a factor 70 on a hundred processors. And until x2 in peak RAM report.

3.2 Independent computations

When the simulation which one wishes to carry out  breaks up naturally (parametric study, sensitivity 
analysis…)  or,  artificially  (particular  thermomechanical  sequence…),  in  similar  but  independent 
computations, one can gain much in time computation thanks to numerical parallelism 1a.

3.3 Gain in memory RAM

When the factor dimensioning report relates to the resolution of linear systems (what is often the case), 
the  office  plurality  of  data-processing  parallelisms  1b (elementary  computations/assemblies)  and 
numerical 2b (linear solver distributed MUMPS) is all indiqué5Pour5.

Once  one  distributed  his  Code_Aster+MUMPS  computation on  sufficient  processors,  consumption 
RAM of JEVEUX can become prevalent (compared to those of MUMPS which one spread out over the 
processors).  To  restore  the  good  hierarchy  (the  external  solver  must  support  the  peak  of  RAM 
consumption!) it is necessary to activate, moreover, option SOLVEUR/MATR_DISTRIBUEE [U4.50.01].

To solve problems borders of very big sizes ( 5.106  degrees of freedom), one can also try the 
iterative solvers/hybrid parallels (parallel strategies 2c/3a).

3.4 Saving of time

If the main part of the costs relates to only the resolutions of systems linear one can be satisfied to use 
the linear solver MUMPS in centralized mode (strategy 2b) or  MULT_FRONT (2a). As soon as the 
construction of  the systems becomes considerable (>5%),  it  is  paramount to extend the perimeter 
parallel by activating  the distribution of elementary computations/assemblies (1b) and while passing 
with MUMPS distributed (default value).

On  problems  borders  of  big  sizes  ( 5.106  degrees  of  freedom),  once  the  good  numerical 
parameters  sélectionnés6Il6 (preconditioner,  relaxation… cf  [U4.50.01]),  the  iterative  solvers/hybrid 
parallels  (2c/3a)  can get  savings  of  very  appreciable  time compared to  the generic  direct  solvers 

4 on more process, the linear solver MUMPS makes it possible to reduce the peak report. Other lever arms: 
operation in Out-Of-Core and change of renumerotor

5 to lower memory consumptions of MUMPS one can also exploit other parameters: OOC and relaxation of the 
resolutions [U4.50.01]

6 does not have there on the other hand a universal rule, all the parameters must be adjusted on a case-by-
case basis.
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(2a/2b).  Especially  if  the  resolutions  are7 because,  thereafter,  they  are  corrected  by  an  including 
process (algorithm of Newton of THER/STAT_NON_LINE…).

For the big modal problems (in the face of problem and/or of many modes), it is of course necessary to 
think of using MACRO_MODE_MECA8Equilibré8.

7 relaxées7C' be-with-to say that one will be less demanding as for the quality of the solution. That can pass 
by poor stopping criteria, the computation of a preconditioner frustrates and its mutualisation during several 
resolutions  of  linear  system… The features  of  the  nonlinear  and  linear  solvers  of  Code_Aster make  it 
possible to implement this kind of scenarios easily.

8  via modal pre-calibrations carried out with INFO_MODE. If possible in parallel
Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part  
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4 Data-processing parallelisms

4.1 Slopes of independent computations

Use: general public via Astk.
Perimeter of use: independent computations (parametric, study of sensitivity…).
Many advised processors: limit of the machine/administrative batch.
Gain: in TEMPS CPU.
Speed-up: proportional to the number of independent cases.
Type of parallelism: Shell script.
Scenario: 1of a the §3. Office plurality with all the other strategies of parallelism sells by auction but 
addressing itself to advanced users (except perimeter d'Astk).

The  Astk  tools make  it  possible  to  carry  out  a  whole  series  of  similar  but  independent 
computations (into sequential and especially in parallel MPI). One can use an official version of the 
code or a beforehand built deprived overload. The command files clarifying  computations are built 
dynamically from a “model” command file and of a mechanism of type “dictionary”: sets of 
different  parameters  for  each  study  (key  word  VALE of  the  file  .distr),  blocks  of  variable  Aster 
commands/Python (PRE/POST_CALCUL)…
The launching of these parallel slopes is carried out with the usual parameters of submission d'Astk. 
One can even Re-parameterize the hardware configuration of computation (list  of the nodes, many 
hearts, total RAM memory by node…) via a classical file .hostfile.

For  more  information  on  the  implementation  of  this  parallelism,  one  will  be  able  to  consult  the 
documentation of Astk U1.04.00.

Note:
• Before launching such a slope of computations, it is preferable to optimize as a preliminary 

on a standard study, the various dimensioning parameters: management JEVEUX memory ,  
aspects modal solvers nonlinear//linear, key word ARCHIVAGE, algorithm of contact-friction… 
(cf Doc. U1.03.03 on the performances, U4.50.01…).

• One can easily collapse a machine while launching too many computations with respect to 
the available resources. It is advised to proceed by stages and to get information as for the 
use potential of layers of shared computations (class batch, large priority jobs…). 

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part  
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4.2 Elementary computations and assemblies

Use: general public via Astk.
Perimeter  of  use: computations  comprising  of  elementary  computations/expensive  assemblies 
(nonlinear mechanics).
Many advised processors: 4 or 8. Coupled with the distributed parallelism of MUMPS (default value), 
typically 16 or 32.
Gain: in time even in memory with linear solver MUMPS (if MATR_DISTRIBUEE) or FETI. 
Speed-up: Variable gains according to the cases (parallèle9On effectiveness9). It is necessary a rather 
large granularity so that this parallelism remains effective: 5.104 degrees of freedom per processor.
Type of parallelism: MPI.
Scenario: 1b of the §3. Natively conceived to couple with numerical parallelisms 2b (via Astk). Office 
plurality with all the other strategies of licit parallelism. Intrinsic office plurality 1b+3a.

4.2.1 Put in work

From  now  on,  the  implementation  of  parallelism  in  the  operators  carrying  out  of  elementary 
computations/assemblies is carried out in a transparent way to the user. It initializes by default as soon 
as one launches a computation via Astk (finely Options) using several processors. 
Thus on the server centralized Aster, it is necessary to parameterize the following fields:

• mpi_nbcpu=m, many processors allocated in MPI (many processes MPI).
• (optional) mpi_nbnoeud=p, many nodes on which will be dispatchés these processes MPI.

For example, on the current machine Aster, the nodes are composed of 16 processors. To allocate 20 
processes MPI at a rate of 10 processes per node, it is thus necessary to position mpi_nbcpu with 20 
and mpi_nbnoeud with 2.
Once this number of processes MPI fixed, one can launch his computation (in batch on the machine 
centralized)  with  the  same  parameter  setting  as  into  sequential.  One  can  of  course  lower  the 
specifications  in  time  and  memory  consumptions  (JEVEUX) of  computation  (if 
MUMPS+MATR_DISTRIBUEE or FETI) compared to sequential consumption.

As soon as several processes MPI are activated, the assignment of the model in the file of Aster 
commands  (operator  AFFE_MODELE)  distributes  the  mailles10Du10 between  the  processors. 
Code_Aster being a code finite elements, it is the natural distribution of the data (and of the associated 
tasks). Thereafter, the stages Aster of elementary computations and assemblies (matric and vectorial) 
will base themselves on this distribution “to dry up” the floods of data/local treatments each processor. 
Each processor will carry out only computations associated with the group with mesh of which it has 
the load.

This  distribution  nets/processor is  declined  of  various  ways  and  it  is  skeletal  in  operator 
AFFE_MODELE [U4.41.01] via the values of key word PARALLELISME:

1) CENTRALISE: Meshes are not distributed (as into sequential). Each processor knows all the 
mesh. Parallelism 1b is thus not implemented. This mode of use is useful for the tests of 
NON-regression and for certain studies where parallelism 1b little even brings back is against-
productive (e.g. if one must gather the data items to nourish a linear system not distributed 
and that necessary communications MPI are too slow).  In all  the cases where elementary 
computations represent a weak share of total time (e.g. in linear elasticity), this option can be 
sufficient.

2) GROUP_ELEM (default)  /MAIL_DISPERSE/MAIL_CONTIGU/SOUS_DOMAINE:  meshes are 
distributed according to  the type  of  meshes,  a cyclic  distribution,  by  mesh packages 
contiguous or  following  subdomains (built  beforehand  via one  of  operators 
DEFI_PART_FETI/DEFI_PART_OPS).

9 gains at least a factor 2 (over consumed times by the paralleled stages) by quadrupling the number of 
processeurs.>50%

10 models.
Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part  
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 Note: 
• In  a  general  way,  the  distribution  by  subdomain  (PARALLELISME=SOUS_DOMAINE + 

PARTITION) is more flexible and it can prove more effective while making it possible to more  
finely adapt the flood of data to its simulation.

• Between each command, the user can even change the distribution of meshes according to  
the processors.  It  is  enough for  him to  use  command  MODI_MODELE .  This  mechanism 
remains licit when one connects various computations (POURSUITE mode ). The rule being 
of course that this new distribution remains valid, for the model concerned, until possible the  
next  MODI_MODELE and  that  this  distribution  must  remain  compatible  with  the  parallel  
parameter setting of computation (many nodes/processors…). 

• For time, the distribution by subdomains is based on a partitioning with meaning FETI via  
operators DEFI_PART_ *** . The latter generate in fact a data structure too rich for the only 
needs  for  the  distribution  nets/processor  (description  interfaces,  limiting  loads  
division/conditions…). To avoid the overcosts computations which the constitution of these  
redundant objects implies, one can be just satisfied to specify only one load, even a “bogus”  
load.  Provided  that  it  does  not  imply  any  handling  of  Lagrange  (for  example  a  load  of  
pressure).  This  information will  not be useful  in  effective computation of  the only objects 
describing the distribution nets/processor. 

4.2.2 Déséquilibrage of load

to optimize a parallel computation, it is necessary to try to balance the flood of processing which will be 
entrusted to each processor.  With this intention,  not  having general  heuristics to estimate the load 
computation according to the data, one can only advise to distribute in a homogeneous way the data 
between the processors, while complying with two rules specific to the modelizations of the code:

• To remain attentive with meshes of skin.
The distributions by meshes are simplest and the more robust to implement but they 
can lead to unbalances of load because they do not take account of particular meshes 
(meshes of skin, meshes nonlinear spectators, zones…). For example, with a file mesh begin 
with 100 meshes 2D then 900 meshes 3D, a distribution in 10 packages via MAIL_CONTIGU 
will  lead  to  a  déséquilibrage  of  load:  the  first  processor  carries  out  elementary 
computations/assemblies on meshes 2D whereas the 9 others work only in 3D. In this case, 
case the distribution cyclique11Maille11 or that by12 appear more adapted.

• To remain attentive with the proportion of Lagranges. 
Another cause of déséquilibrage of load between processors, can come from the conditions 
of Dirichlet by dualisation (DDL_IMPO, LIAISON_ ***…). Each one of these blockings 
introduces a new variable (known as late), a Lagrange, and a new finite element (known as 
late).  By preoccupations with  robustness/maintainability/a  legibility,  the processing of these 
meshes late is affected only with the main processor. This extra work is often negligible (cf §3 
Doc. U1.03.03 on the performances), but in certain case, it can introduce an unbalance more 
marked. The user can compensate for it by informing one of key word CHARGE_PROC0_MA/SD 
(MY for mesh and SD for subdomain) of AFFE_MODELE [U4.41.01].
For example, by posing  CHARGE_PROC0_MA=50 (%), the main processor will  be able to be 
devoted more to meshes late because it will meshes have only 50% of standard (known as 
physics) which it should have had. The remainder is distributed between the other processors. 
In the same way with a distribution by subdomains, if CHARGE_PROC0_SD=1 (sd), processor 0 
treats only one subdomain, the remainder is sub-contracted.

Note:
• Parameters  CHARGE_PROC0_MA/SD can  be  modified  in  the  course  of  computation  via 

operator  MODI_MODELE . One can also use this mechanism for artificially  overloading the 

11 1 for the proc. 1, mesh 2 for the proc. 2… mesh 10 for the proc. 10 then one returns to the first 
processor, mesh 11/proc. 1 etc

12 one partitionne in 10 subdomains, each one will comprise 100 meshes 3D to which will be 
attached 10 meshes of skin 2D.
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main processor (if for example, it is “map” on a node of computation laying out of more than  
memory or faster). 

• The processing differentiated from meshes late relate to mainly Lagranges, but not only. This  
case is also found with the nodal forces, heat exchange, the method of contact continues…

4.2.3 Distributed data structures

the distribution of the data which this kind of numerical parallelism implies does not decrease 
memory consumptions JEVEUX inevitably. By preoccupations with legibility/a maintainability, the 
usual  Aster objects  are  initialized with  the same size as into sequential.  One “is  just  satisfied”  to 
partially fill  them according to meshes whose the load the processor has. One thus does not recut 
generally these data structures with just, they comprise many zero values.
This  strategy  is  bearable  only  as  long  as  the  principal  JEVEUX  objects  implied  in  elementary 
computations/assemblies (CHAM_ELEM, RESU_ELEM, MATR_ASSE and CHAM_NO) do not dimension the 
stresses memory of computation (cf §5 of [U1.03.03]). Normally their occupation memory negligible is 
compared with that of the linear solver. But when this last (e.g. MUMPS) is also13 and paralleled in MPI 
(with the distribution of the data between processors that implies), this hierarchy is not inevitably any 
more respected. From where the introduction of an option (key word MATR_DISTRIBUEE cf U4.50.01) 
allowing truly to recut, with just, the block of specific matrix Aster to each processor.

Note:
• For more information on the impact of parallelism on data structures and distributed data 

structures, one will be able to consult the wiki of the site.
• In distributed mode, each processor handles only incomplete matrixes (recut or not). On the  

other  hand,  in  order  to  avoid  many  communications  MPI  (during  the  evaluating  of  the  
stopping criteria, computations of residues…), this scenario was not retained for the second  
member  vectors.  Their  construction  is  well  paralleled,  but  with  from  the  assembly,  the 
contributions partial of each processor are added. Thus, any processor entirely knows the  
vectors implied in computation. 

13 Out-Of-Core13L' Out-Of-Core (OOC) is a mode of management of the memory which consists in discharging 
on disc certain objects allocated by the code to release from the RAM. OOC strategy makes it possible to 
deal with larger problems but the disk accesses slow down the computation.  On the contrary, the In-Core 
mode (IC)  consists  in  keeping the objects in  RAM. That  limits the size of  the accessible problems but 
privileges the velocity.
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4.3 Elementary computations of linear algebra

Use: advanced (Astk + modification of the file .btc).
Perimeter of use: computations comprising of the resolutions of systems linear (via MUMPS/PETSC) 
and/or of the operations of the type BLAS14Les14 expensive.
Many advised processors: 2 or 4.
Gain: in time elapsed.
Speed-up: Variable gains according to the cases (parallèle15On effectiveness15). A low granularity is 
enough so that this parallelism remains effective: 104 degrees of freedom per processor.
Type of parallelism: threads.
Scenario: 1c of the §3. A classical use consists in benefitting from a hybrid parallelism MPI+threads to 
prolong the performances of the MPI (1c+2b…). Against-productive office plurality with 2a.

To initiate parallel processing in computations of linear algebra which are utilisés16Les16 in the code 
(routines BLAS), it is necessary:

• To prepare its study (files orders/mesh…) and  its parameter setting of launching (time, 
memory,  many Threads/MPI/Nœuds processes…).  For  example,  on the server  centralized 
Aster, it is necessary to parameterize the following fields:

• ncpus=n, many processors used by the threads. 
• mpi_nbcpu=m, many processors used by MPI (many processes MPI).
• mpi_nbnoeud=p, many nodes on which will be dispatchés these processes.

If (ncpus, mpi_nbcpu) = (N, 1), threadées libraries BLAS use N processors. On the other 
hand, if (ncpus, mpi_nbcpu) = (N, m), each m process MPI will use for its requirements in 
BLAS, N processors.
With final, Astk will allocate nxm processors. Those must thus be available on the p allocated 
nodes.

• To prepare the recovery of the script of launching generated by Astk (to put in data a new 
file mon_script.btc). Pre

• -  to  launch  the  study  (it finishes  in  some  seconds  right  after  the  writing  of  the  .btc; 
computation is not launched). To modify

• “with the hand” the contents of this file by replacing the name of executable of launching 
Aster (/ path/exec_aster) by another name (/home/user/exec_aster_blasthreadees). To 
create

• this new executable by recopy of executable official. To modify it “with the hand” in order 
to allow the use of the threadées BLAS. For example, on the centralized machine, one will 
rather position environment variable MKL _SERIAL with NO than the YES by default : 
export MKL_SERIAL=NO. Throw

• (for good this time) the study by taking care of not modifier17Il17 the parameter setting of Astk 
except putting the .btc in data. Note:

•
  

• The implementation of this parallelism depends on the data-processing context (hardware,  
software) and on the threadées libraries of linear algebra which one wishes to couple with the  
process. One gives here to a groundwork in the very precise case of the use of BLAS MKL 
on the centralized machine Aster. This kind of

14 BLAS are optimized routines carrying out of the operations of basic linear algebra (from where the acronym 
“BASIC Linear Algebra Subroutine”) in dense storage: product matrix-vector, scalar product… They can be 
paralleled in shared memory (OpenMP or directly of the threads Posix).

15 gains at least  a factor 2 (over  consumed times by the paralleled stages) by quadrupling the number of 
processeurs.>50%

16 BLAS are massively used in linear solvers MUMPS/PETSC.
17 would not become contradictory then with that saved in the .btc
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• parallelism makes it possible to prolong parallelism MPI of MUMPS when one reached a too 
low granularity of work per process MPI. The fact of using 2 or 4 threads by process MPI 
makes it possible to notably prolong the scalability in time of computation. On the other hand,  
one will not gain more in RAM memory. Parallel
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4.4 INFO _MODE/MACRO_MODE_MECA Use 

: general public via Astk . Perimeter
of use: computations comprising of expensive searches of eigen modes. Many
advised processors: several tens (for example, many frequential sub-bands X 2,4 or 8). Gain
: in time elapsed even in RAM memory (thanks to the second level of parallelism). Speed
- up: Variable gains according to the cases: effectiveness of about 70% on the first level of parallelism 
(on the frequential sub-bands) supplemented by the possible parallelism of the second level (if solver 
=MUMPS, complementary effectiveness of about 20%). Type
of parallelism: MPI . Scenario
: 1d of the § 3. Natively conceived to couple itself with parallelism 2b. 

The use of MACRO_MODE_MECA is to be privileged when one deals with modal problems of mean 
sizes or large (> 0.5M ddls) and/or that one seeks a good part of their spectrums (> 50 modes). One
then cuts out computation in several frequential sub-bands. On each one of these sub-bands, a modal 
solver carries out the associated search for modes. With this intention, this modal solver uses a linear 
solver intensively. These
two bricks of computation (modal solver and linear solver) are the dimensioning stages of computation 
in term of memory consumption and time. It is on them which it should be put the accent if one wants 
significantly to reduce the costs computation of this operator. However

, the organization of modal computation on distinct sub-bands offers here an ideal frame of parallelism: 
distribution  of large almost independent computations. Its parallelism makes it  possible to gain 
much in time but at the cost of a overcost in mémoire18Du18

one has a sufficient number of processors (> with the number of nonempty sub-bands), one can then 
engage a second  level of parallelism via  the linear solver (if one has chooses METHODE  = ' 
MUMPS'). This one will  make it possible to continue to gain in time but especially,  it  will  make it 
possible to compensate for the overcost report of the first level to even decrease the peak sequential 
report notably. For

an optimal use of MACRO_MODE_MECA parallel , he is thus advised of: To build

•sub-bands of relatively balanced computation.  For this making,  one can thus, au préalable, gauge the 
spectrum studied via  a call to INFO _MODE [U4.52.01] (if possible in parallel). Then to launch computation 
MACRO_MODE_MECA parallel according to the number of selected sub-bands and amongst processors 
available. 

•To take  sub-bands finer than into sequential, between  10 and 20 modes instead of 40 to 80 modes into 
sequential.  The quality of the modes and the robustness of computation will  be some increased. The peak 
report will  be decreased by it. It  however remains to have sufficient processors available (and with enough 
memory). To select

•a number of processors which is a multiple amongst sub-bands (not vacuums). Thus, one 
reduces the déséquilibrages of loads which harm the performances. For

more details one will be able to consult the user's documentation of the operator [U4.52.02]. Numerical

18 makes buffers MPI required by the communications of eigenvectors at the end of the MODE_ITER_SIMULT 
. If
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5 parallelisms direct

5.1 Solver MULT_FRONT Use

: general public via Astk. Perimeter
of use: computations comprising of the resolutions of linear systems expensive (in general STAT 
/DYNA_NON_LINE, MECA_STATIQUE …). Many
advised processors: 2 or 4. Gain
: in TEMPS CPU. Speed
-  up: Variable gains according to the cases (effectiveness parallèle≈50%). It  is necessary a large 
granularity so that this parallelism remains effective: 105 degrees of freedom per processor. Type
of parallelism: OpenMP . Scenario
: 2of a the § 3. Against-productive office plurality with 1c. Sequence 1b+2a possible and realizable via 
Astk. Potential sequences 1a+2a/2a+3a (advanced users). This

in-house developed mulitfrontal method (cf [R6.02.02] or [U4.50.01] §  3.5) is used via  the key word 
solver  /METHODE='  MULT_FRONT'.  It  is  the  linear  solver  (historical and  self-supporting) 
recommended by default into sequential. 
The implementation of this parallelism is carried out in a transparent way to the user. It initializes by 
default as soon as one launches a computation via  Astk (finely Options  ) using several threads  .  
Thus 
on the server centralized Aster , it is necessary to parameterize the following fields:  ncpus

• =n, many processors used by the threads . Once 

this built-in number of threads one can launch his computation (in batch on the machine centralized) 
with the same parameter setting as into sequential. One can of course lower the specifications in time 
of computation. Direct
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5.2 solver MUMPS Use

: general public via Astk. Perimeter
of use: computations comprising of the resolutions of linear systems expensive (in general STAT 
/DYNA_NON_LINE, MECA_STATIQUE …). Many
advised processors: 16 or 32, even more (especially if coupled with 1c). Gain
: in TEMPS CPU and memory RAM (including part JEVEUX if MATR_DISTRIBUEE activated ). 
Speed
- up: Variable gains according to the cases (effectiveness parallèle≈30%). It is necessary an average 
granularity  so that  this  parallelism remains effective:  approximately  5.104 degrees of  freedom per 
processor. Type
of parallelism: MPI . Scenario
: 2b of the § 3. Natively conceived to couple with data-processing parallelisms 1c, and especially, 1b 
(via Astk). Potential sequence 1a+2a (advanced users). This

mulitfrontal method leans on the external product MUMPS (cf  [R6.02.03] or [U4.50.01] §  3.7) is 
used via the key word solver /METHODE=' MUMPS'. It is the linear solver advised to fully exploit 
the gains CPU/RAM which parallelism can get.  This kind of parallelism is powerful  (especially 
when it is coupled with 1b) while remaining generic, robust and general public. 
The implementation of this parallelism is carried out in a transparent way to the user. It initializes by 
default as soon as one launches a computation via Astk (finely Options ) using several processes 
MPI. Thus 
on the server centralized Aster , it is necessary to parameterize the following fields: mpi

• _nbcpu=m, many processors allocated in MPI (many processes MPI). (optional
• ) mpi _nbnoeud=p, many nodes on which will be dispatchés these processes MPI. Once

this  number  of  built-in  process  MPI  one  can  launch  his  computation  (in  batch  on the  machine 
centralized)  with  the  same  parameter  setting  as  into  sequential.  One  can  of  course  lower  the 
specifications in time and memory consumptions (total JEVEUX/RAM) of computation. Figure

 
6.1. _Floods of parallel data/processing of the Aster+MUMPS coupling following the mode of use: 

centralized or distributed. Ideally

,  this  parallel  linear  solver  must  be  used  in  distributed  mode 
(PARALLELISME=GROUP_ELEM/MAIL_DISPERSE/MAIL_CONTIGU/SOUS_DOMAINE).  I.e. 
solver  should have been initiated upstream, within elementary computations/assemblies, a flood of 
data distributed (parallel scenario 1b). MUMPS accept in entry these incomplete data and it gathers 
them in-house.  One  thus  does  not  waste  time  (as  it  is  the  case  for  the  other  linear  solvers)  to 
supplement the data resulting from each processor. This operating mode is activated by default in 
commands AFFE /MODI_MODELE (cf § 5.2). In
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centralized  mode  (CENTRALISE), the  phase  upstream  of  linear  construction  of  system  is  not 
paralleled (each processor proceeds as into sequential). MUMPS take account only data from the main 
processor. In
the first case, the code is parallel construction of the linear system until its resolution (sequence of 
parallelisms 1b+2b),  in  the  second  case,  one exploits  parallelism MPI  only  on the  part  resolution 
(parallelism 2b). Note:

When
the share of computation devoted to the construction of the linear system is weak (<5%), the two  
modes of use (centralized or distributed) display savings of similar time. On the other hand, only  
the distributed approach gets, moreover, of the gains on RAM consumption. Iterative 
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5.3 solver PETSC Use

: general public via Astk. Perimeter
of use: computations comprising of the resolutions of linear systems expensive (in general STAT 
/DYNA_NON_LINE, MECA_STATIQUE …). Rather nonlinear problems of big sizes. Many
advised processors: a few tens even hundreds. Gain
: in TEMPS CPU and RAM memory (according to the preconditioners). Speed
- up: variable gains according to the cases (effectiveness parallèle>50%). It is necessary an average 
granularity so that this parallelism remains effective: 5.104 degrees of freedom per processor. Type
of parallelism: MPI . Scenario
: 2c of the § 3. Sequence 1b+2b/c possible and realizable via Astk. Potential sequences 1a+2c/1c+2c 
(advanced users). This

library  of  iterative  solvers  (cf  [R6.01.02]  or  [U4.50.01]  §  3.9)  is  used  via  the  key  word  solver 
/METHODE=' PETSC'. This kind of linear solver is advised for dealing with problems borders of 
very big size (>5.106 degrees of freedom ) and rather in nonlinéaire19Pour19

The implementation of this parallelism is carried out in a transparent way to the user. It initializes by 
default as soon as one launches a computation via Astk (finely Options ) using several processes 
MPI. Thus 
on the server centralized Aster , it is necessary to parameterize the following fields: mpi

• _nbcpu=m, many processors allocated in MPI (many processes MPI). (optional
• ) mpi _nbnoeud=p, many nodes on which will be dispatchés these processes MPI. Once

this  number  of  processes  MPI  fixed,  one  can  launch  his  computation  (in  batch  on  the  machine 
centralized)  with  the  same  parameter  setting  as  into  sequential.  One  can  of  course  lower  the 
specifications in time of computation (even in memory according to the preconditioners). Note:

Contrary 
• to the direct parallel solvers (MUMPS, MULT_FRONT ), the iterative ones are not universal  

(they cannot be to use into modal) and always robust. They can be very competitive (in time 
and  especially  in  memory),  but  it  is  necessary  to  find  the  point  of  operation  (algorithm,  
preconditioner…) adapted to the problem. However , on this last point, the use generalized  
(and parameterized by default) of MUMPS single precision as preconditioner (PRE_COND=' 
LDLT_SP'), improved the things considerably. Parallelism

19 fully drawing part of the mutualisation from the preconditioner between various steps of Newton. 
Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part  
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6 hybrid multi-field

6.1 Solver FETI Use

: general public via Astk. Perimeter
of use: computations comprising of the resolutions of linear systems expensive (in general STAT 
/DYNA_NON_LINE, MECA_STATIQUE …). For problems borders. Solver of search. To use rather into 
linear. Many
advised processors: 16 or 32. Gain
: in TEMPS CPU and RAM memory (especially). Speed
-  up: variable gains according to the cases. It  is necessary a rather large granularity so that  this 
parallelism remains effective: 5.104 degrees of freedom per processor. Type
of parallelism: MPI . Scenario
: 3of a the § 3. Intrinsic sequence 1b+3a. Possible office pluralities 2a +3a/1c+3a via Astk (advanced 
uses). This

hybrid solver by Decomposition of Fields (cf [R6.01.03] or [U4.50.01] § 3.10) is used via the key word 
solver  /METHODE=' FETI'. This kind of  linear solver can be used for dealing with problems 
borders of very big size (>5.106 degrees of freedom ) or when one wish to carry out gains report 
importants20Concernant20

for the MUMPS solver in distributed mode, this method by DD initiates a parallel flood of data as of 
construction of the linear system (elementary computations/assemblies). For this reason it is stipulated 
that the sequence 1b+3a is intrinsic with the method. One cannot separate them. Each processor will 
be responsible for a certain number of subdomains and it  will  assemble their  local data (matrixes, 
second members). With load, thereafter, with the solver of interface managed by the main processor to 
coordinate these contributions via  a solver (known as of interface) on the border of the subdomains. 
The code is thus quite parallel, of the construction of the linear system until its resolution (sequence of 
parallelisms 1b+3a). 
Distribution  of  under-domaines21Préalablement21 be  carried  out  by  cyclic  distribution.  When  one 
distributes Q subdomains on m processors : subdomain 1 is allotted to processor 0, SD 2 with the 
proc. 1, the SD Q with the proc. Q, the q+ 1 with the proc. 0,…
a parameter of the key word solver (NB _SD_PROC0=r22Equivalent22 to relieve the load of the main 
processor. By affecting less subdomains to him than envisages it the cyclic distribution, it can more be 
devoted (in time and memory) to the coordination of the problem of interface. This trick can be paying 
when a good amount of subdomains are floating. The management of their rigid modes can then so 
much penalize the processor 0, which it can be interesting artificially to rebalance the load by removing 
1 or 2 to him subdomain (S). 

The implementation of this parallelism is carried out in a transparent way to the user. It initializes by 
default as soon as one launches a computation via  Astk (finely Options ) using several processes 
MPI. Thus 
on the server centralized Aster , it is necessary to parameterize the following fields: mpi

• _nbcpu=m, many processors allocated in MPI (many processes MPI). (optional
• ) mpi _nbnoeud=p, many nodes on which will be dispatchés these processes MPI. However

it should be taken care that the parameter setting remains m ,q , r   licit: one needs at least a SD 
by processor (even for the proc. 0). Once
this  number  of  processes  MPI  fixed,  one  can  launch  his  computation  (in  batch  on  the  machine 
centralized)  with  the  same  parameter  setting  as  into  sequential.  One  can  of  course  lower  the 
specifications in time of computation and especially in memory. Note:

20 the gains report that to get FETI , those can result from the conjugation of the multi-fields effect, the OOC 
and the distribution of data inherent in parallelism. As
21 built via operators DEFI _PART *** and informed in key word PARTITION . 
22 CHARGE_PROC0_SD of operators DEFI /MODI_MODELE.) make it possible
Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part  
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 This
• distribution  subdomain/processor  is  carried  out  at  the  beginning  of  each  operator  of  

computation.  One  thus  does  not  take  account  of  a  possible  distribution  of  data  by  
subdomains parameterized upstream in AFFE /MODI_MODELE. Empirically

• , one notes that it is interesting to gain in memory, to cut out the problem into cubes many 
subdomains.  On  the  other  hand,  the  resolution  of  the  problem  of  interface  and  the 
unbalances of loads penalize  times of resolution then. It  is then advised to affect several  
subdomains  by  processor  (empirical  balancing  of  load!).  The  distinction  operated  in 
Code_Aster between subdomain and processor gets this freedom. Appendix 

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part  
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7 1: Construction of a parallel version of Code_Aster One

can implement  a  parallel  computation on other  platforms that  the  machine  Aster  (cluster , 
nodes of SMP…) even without the use of Astk.  First of all ,  it  is  necessary to make a choice 
between parallelism MPI and that OpenMP. In the absolute, one can cumulate both in the same hybrid 
version known as parallel (it is the case on the centralized machine) but, in first approach, one here will 
separate them. 

The  wiki  of  the  website  (http://www.code-aster.org/wiki) is a  mine  of  additional  information  (and 
brought up to date) on these data-processing aspects. Parallel

7.1 version OpenMP This

paragraph relates to the parallel scenario 2a (cf § 3). On the basis of
a  sequential  version  of  the  code  and  a  compiler  OpenMP compatible  (Intel, GCC…),  one  needs 
recompiler the sources after having modified the file of configuration Aster (config.txt ): To add

• the suitable option for the compiler ( e.g. icc -  openmp) via the lists of options OPTC_ 
D/O, OPTF90_D/O… There are for  each  language  and  each  mode of  use  (debug or 
optimized). To make

• the same thing on the level of the linker (line OPTL of the LINK ) . To position
• the option of precompilation - D USES _OPENMP for the preprocessor C (lines OPTC_ D/

O). Once

the version OpenMP compiled, it is necessary to transmit the number of threads that one wishes to use 
computation during. This parameter is transmitted by Astk to scripts of launching (.btc, exec_ aster) 
via environment variable OMP_NUM _THREADS. Note:

Attention
not to activate parallelism OpenMP of the BLAS (cf §4 .3 ). This last is against-productive with this 
parallel scenario. Parallel 

7.2 version MPI This paragraph

relates to the parallel scenarios 1b, 2b, 2c and 3a (cf §3). Rapidly
, it is necessary first of all: To choose

• an implementation MPI compatible /optimized for its material platform (machine, network, 
memory) and to activate it if necessary (mpdboot…). If one

• wishes  to  use  MUMPS  or PETSC in parallel ,  to  install  them  /compiler  with  their 
dependences: BLACS , Scalapack, METIS… (cf wiki). Recompiler

• the Aster sources  (has minimum those dealing with parallelism) with the “wrappers23En 
general23 and  the  options  of  ad  hoc  precompilations  (USE_ MPI/MPI_MUMPS/FETI, 
HAVE_MUMPS/PETSC…). With this intention, one will be able to take as a starting point the file 
of configuration Aster  config.mpi , during of config.txt  standard used into sequential (cf 
wiki). It is necessary

• to prepare its computation in sequential mode (e.g. with the “pre” menu of Astk). If one
• does not wish to use Astk, it  is necessary to write a script Shell (cf example below) which 

duplicates  for each process MPI, workspace initialized by the preceding stage on each 
allocated  processor,  which  source  the  work  environment  and  which launches  Aster 
computation with the usual parameter setting. The exact syntax of these the last two points 
and the name of the working directory are recalled at the end of the message file, with resulting 
from the preparation of computation. to mkdir - p

23 an implementation MPI is appeared as wrappers ( e.g. mpicc /mpif90) and of a launcher. The wrapper 
is a coating of the compilers which call the good files of heading on line of compilation and makes the linkage 
editing with good libraries MPI. The launcher (e.g. mpiexec /mpirun/prun) allows, as its name indicates 
it, of launching the executable parallel. MPI”

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part  
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/tmp/mon_etude_ $$ (random Name  of the local directory) CP - R /home/mon_etude_preparee/
* /tmp/mon_etude_ $$ (Preparation of the directory of work ) Cd /tmp/mon_etude_
$$ (One places oneself  in this new workspace) export OMP
_NUM_THREADS=1 (to be  only in MPI). /aster/ASTK/ASTK_SERV/conf/aster_profile.sh
(One source  environment)… ./aster.exe

Eficas/Execution /E_SUPERV.py - eficas_path etc (effective Launching  by the proc.)  rm -  R 
/tmp/mon_etude_
$$ (One does not forget  to do the housework!) A1.1 Figure

. _Example of Shell script to prepare/launch a parallel computation MPI. It any more

• but does not remain to position on the frontal and to use launcher MPI. For example, via a 
ordering of the prun type - N 16 nom_du_script.sh. 
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